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I. Oblectives

General objectives for the follow7up study of employers of MVCC occupa-
. tional program graduates %ere:

A. To determine whether the graduate possessed the necessary human
relations abilities, communication skills; problem-solving skills,
technical skills and life skillsto function effectively in his/
her' present position.

B. To determine the quality and quantity of work by MVCC occupational
graduates.

\
C. . To determine the suitability of the MVCC occupational graduate for

the job.

D. To determine the overall attitude of the employee towards work.

E. To determine the relationship of MVCC achievement to employer eval-
uation.

F. To determine strengths and weaknesses in the MVCC occupational pro-
.

gram areas.

G. To determine whether or not employers would hire additional MVCC
graduates.

II. Procedures'

(

Employers of occupational program graduates (Business, Health Sciende,
Technological and Public Service)yho graduated during the 1975-76 aca-
demic year were identified in an occupational graduate followrup survey
conducted in fall 1976. Additpnal employers names were identified-by
the various program coordinators. The 1976 occupational graduate survey
results Snowed that 76% of the graduates Were working full-time, N = 231.
Of that number, 131 (57%) supplied MVCC with employers' names. Each
employer was mailed!a questionnaire (November 1976) and was asked to-
have the immediate supervisor of the MVCC graduate complete the evalua-
tion.' A seCon questionnaire was mailed to employers who had not re-.
sponded to ihe'first mailing. One hundred twenty-one, of the 131 employers
responded (92% response rate). Table 1 summarizes the response patterns
for the occupational program areas.

Table 1

.Employer Responpe Pattern by Program Area

"
No.; of

Gaduates
in Study

Percent of
Graduates

,No. of

Questionnaires'
Returned

Percent
Responses

Percent
Response

Rate

Business
.

.
31 24% 29 A% 94%'

Health Science 55 m 42 . 52 43 95JR , I
.

Public- Service 38 '25 .' 31 26' 94
Technology , *. 12 9 . 9 , 7.' . 75

,

MAI; . '' 131' 100%1 , . 121 100% 92%
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Due to the lack of sampling procedures and incomplete identification
of all employers of'oecupational graduates, results Of this survey
cannot be generalized to all MVCC occupational program graduates.
However, the results do provide program area evaluation data.

. III: Study Results

The survey results_ are summarized fox all occupational graduates and ..
.._for each skill area by program.

,
.

A. Composite Evaluation

A composite evaluation (total score for the questionnaire) for
1976 is displayed in Figure 1 for the four program areasaxid'all

Tip.occupational program graduates.

Although there are variations in the aye rage rating by each pro-
gram and overall, results of the 1975 and 1976 employer evalua-
tion of occupational graduates shows that, in general, MVCQ occupa-
tional graduates maintained their Good rating.,-

In 1976, the range of ratings for various MVCC program areas was
from 2.8 to 3.1.. Public Service graduates received a rating
value of 3.1, Good. Health Science graduatesand Technological
graduates received a rating value of 2.8, Good.

Comparing the 1975 employer ratings with the 1976employer ratings *
of MVCC occupational graduates shows that the composite rating and 4
the ratingsslor the major program' areas were lower in 196, than
they were in 1975.

.

2

B. Human Relation Skills Evaluation

Figure 2 displays the composite evaluation for human relation skills.

The ratings for 1976 occupatiohal graduates' human'relation skills
had a range from 2.9 to 3.5. The rating value 3.5 waslassigned to
"Cooperates with fellow workers to get job done," "Cooperates with

. supervisor" and ."Helps people ,1,7ho'ask for assistance." - The 2.9
rating was assigned to "Promotes the use of new ways of doing things."

Results of the 1975 and 1976 employer evaluation-of human reiatiOn
skills of 'occupational graduates shows that, in general, MVCCoccupa-

.

tional graduates still. maintain their Good rating, i.e., the overall ,
human relation skills means had minor variations- from 1975 to 1976.
Eight human relation skills were evaluatbd by employer4 of occupa-
tional graduates. Three ratings for human relation skills were
higher in 1976 than in 1975., The remaining five ratings were iden-
ticaf for 1975 and 1976. The human relation skills which had higher
ratings for 1976 were: "Atcepts direction without becoming resent-
ful," "yelps people who ask for assistance" and "Is accessihle.to
others."

4.
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FIGURE 1-

COMPOSITE EVALUATION FOR HUMAN RELATIONS COMMUNICATION SKILLS
PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS, TECHNICAL SKILLS, LIFE SKILLS, AND GENERAL STATEMENTS
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Table 2 displays- the 'results of'human relation skills evaluation by
program area.

The gratings in the ,Business programs had .c range from Gobd,t0
Excellent. An Excellent rating was received for "Cooperates with -

supervisor." Good ratings were received for:"Promotes the use of
new.ways Of doing 'things," "Develops an acceptable course of- action
when different Points,o4,view are presented." ,CKT,erall, Business

graduates were rated Good-Ekcellent.in human relation skills, the
name rating that they received in 1975.

Comparing the 1975 ratings with the 1976 rati s of Business grad -
uaes shows at the ratings of all as s of human relation' skills
were identiC for- 1975 andli976.

, . .

The ratings for HealthSclence graduates had a range. from Fair-Good
to Good- Ekcellent. "Cooperates with fellow workers to get job done,"
"Cooperates with supervisor," "Accepts direction wtt out becbming
resentful," "Helps pebple who a9k for assistance" a s accessible
to others" received a Good=Excellent"rating. The Fat'f-iGood rating,
was obtained by "Promotes the use of,new way6 of doing things."
From 1975 to 1976 the ratings of four human relation skills were

-higher. The ratings were highef for "Cooperates with fellow workers,
- to get job done," "Accelts direction without becoming resentful,"-
"Helps-people who ask' fili assistance" and "It accessible to others:"
e ratings from.1975 to 1976 were identical for "Cooperates with
upervisor," "Preserits the ideas and recommendations to person or,,,
rOups'in a non-offending way" and "Develops an acceptable course

of action when different points.of view are presented." tThe ratiOg
for "Promotes th .use of new ways of doing things" was 'lower in value

is
for,1976 occupational graduates. In general, frolii 1975 to-106 .

'Health Science g cluates retained their Good rating on human relation
skills evaluation., \\ , ,

.. -
i

.

,. . 4,.
The range of ratings for Public Service graduates on human relation
skills were from Good to Good-Excellent. "Promotes the use of new
ways of doing ,things" and "Develops an acceptable course of action

,when different points of view are presented," were rated Good in
1976. The remaining items on the human relation scale-received a,,

rating value of Good- Excellen 't. With the exception of "Presents \
ideas and recommendations to peisons or groups Ift a non-offendlo
way" which went from a Good in 1975 to a Good-Excellent, in 1976,
the temaing aspectCbf human relation skills were identical for
1975 and 1976. There was ne ch,gnge in the overall rating of Public
Service graduates on humans-relation skills from 1975 to 1976.

Employers rated the 'human-relation skills of Technology graduates
frO6i Good to Excellent. "Cooperates with supervisfts".was rated
as Excellent. "Presents ideas and recommendations to persons or .

groups in'a non-offending way;" "Promotes the use ofnew wayg of
. doing things," "Develops an acceptable course of action when dif=

ferent points of view are'presented," "Accepts direction without
becoming resentful' and "Is accessible to others" received the
rating value Good. ,

s, /
7 .12



Table 2

Human Relations Evaluation by Program Area

/-

i

Item -
.

.

Business

'

/

Health ..,Slience P ilic SeiVice 'Technology
1975

Rating
V

, 1976
Rating

1975
Rating

1976
Rating,

1975
Rating

1976
Rating

1975'
Rating

1976

Rating

Cooperates with fellow workers to
get job done

Cooperates with supervisor
.

Pitsents ideas .and recommendations
to persons or groups- in a non-
offending way

4

Promotes the use of new ways of
'doing things

Tevelops an acceptable Course of.
action when, different points of
view are presented

Accepts direction without becoting
resentful

Helps people who ask for assistance-

Is accessible to others

'

.

G-E

E

'..-.,"

G-E

G

G

G-E

'G-E

G-E

G-Es,

E

G-E.

G

G

G-E

G-E

G-E

. 1

1/4-

i

. .

G

G-E -

G

G

G

G

G

G

G-E

G-E

G

F-G

G

..

G -E

G-E

G -E'

''

G-E

G-E

G -

G I

.

,

,,

G

G-E

G-E

G-E

.

.

G-E

G-E '

G-E

G '

G

GE

Ga-E

G-E

'

-

, E

G-E
,

, G

G

'G

G

E

E

. G-E

E

G

G'

G

G

G -E

G

OVERALL :G-E G-E G G G-E G-E G-E G

E = Excellent
G = Good
F = Fair

13

0
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Overall, Technology graduates went frdm a composite rating, of Good-
Excellent-in 1975 to.a rating of Good ir?1976. When comparing
individual aspects from,1975 to 1976, one rating value was higher
in value, four rating values remained the same in value and three
rating.'values were down. "Cooperates with supervisor" went from a
GoodExcellent in 1975 to an Excellent in 1976. Lower ratings were
obtained in 1976 for "Cdoperates with fellow workers to get job
done," "Helps people who ask for assistance" and "Is accessible to
others." The ratings remained the same for "Present& ideas and
recommendations to persons-or groups-in a non-offending way," "Pro-
motes the use of new ways of doing things," "Develops an acceptable
course of action when different points of view are presented" and

/

"Accepts direction without becoming resentful."

Employers of occupational graduates raced "Cooperates with fellow
workers to get job done," "Develops,,, an acceptable course of action -

When different points of view are presented," "Helps people who
ask .for assistance" and "Is accessible to others" the same across
all programs.

The Business programs, Health Science programs and Public Service
programs retained their overall 1975 ratings in 1976. Public
Service graduates obtained more Good-Excellent ratings on human
relation skills from their employers than graduates of other pro-
gram areas.

C. Communication Skills Evaluation

The'composite evq ation for communication skills is displayed in
Figure 3.

Overall, the communication skills of occupational graduates were
rated Good. The ratings had...a,xAnge kom 2.9 to 3.4. A rating
value of 3.4 was assigned to "Asks,questions which clarify tasks."
The rating value 2.9 was assigned to "Poised when speaking to
groups.",

Thble 3 displays the questionnaire results of communication skills
evaluation by program area.

The-range of ratings of communication skills in theBusiness area
ranged from Good to Good- Excellent. "Asks questions which clarify
tasks" was rated Good-Excellent. The remaining communication skills
were rated Good.

Of the seven aspects of communication skills, three kill areas were
rated identically in 1975 arid 1976, three skill areas were lower in
value in 1976 than in 1975 andone skill area was higher in 1976
than in 1975. .The ratings were identical in 1975 and 1976 for
"Organizes thoughts in writing," "Adapts writing tq the audiLnce"
and "Poised when speaking to groups." The communicatiolt,,skill areas
that had lower ratings in 1976 were: "Uses appropriate Brammar and
spelling in writing," "Accomplishes tasks in group situations" and
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`Table 3

Communication Skills Evaluation,by Program Area

Item
Bu4iness Health,Sclence Public Service Technology
1975. 1976 1975 1976 1975 1976 1975 1976

0
Organizep thoughts in writing

Uses appropriate grammar and spelling
in writing

Adapts 'writing to the audience

Poised when speaking t2,5roupd

Atcomplishes tasks in group
situations

4100

,

Listens to viewpoints of others

Asks questions which clarify task

'G

=GE

G

G

G-E

----__

G-E

G

G

..'

'G

G

G

?

G

- G

9-E

P
, Gn

G

.. G

G

G

G

G

G-E

G-E

G

G

G-E

G-E

,

.

Go'

.

E

G

- G-E

\G-E

6-E

.

G

G

G-E

G-E

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

F-G

p

G

G

G

G-E

G

OVERALL
.

I),

G 'G G G-E G G G

Key:. E = Excellent
G = Good
F = Fair

-r

la

1/40
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"Listens to* Wewpoints of others." "Asks questions which clarify
tasks" was rated higher in 1976 than in 1975. Oyeriall, Business
graduates maintained their Good rating from 1975 to 1976.

For Hearth:Science, the range of ratings for C6mmunication skills
was ,frokGood to Good-Excellent. 'Uses appropriate grammarand r
spelling in writing," "Adapts writing to audience," "Listens to
viewpoints of others" and "Asks .questions which clarify tasks"'
were rated Good-Excellent. ,The remaining communication skills
were rated Good.

5' ai
`Fir of the seven aspects of communication skills had higher rating
values in 1976 thanLin 1975. The remaining three aspects had iden-
tical ratings in 1975 and 1976. Communication skills evaluation
were higher in 1976tfor "Uses appropriate grammar and spelling in
writing," "Adapts writing to audience," °listens to viewpoints of
others" and "Asks uestions which clarify tasks." "Qrganizes ,

thoughts in writin "Poised when speaking to groups" and "Accom-
plishes tasks in g up situations" shad identical ratings in 1975
and 1976. Overall the Health Science area went from a Good rating
in 1975 to a Good- cellent rating in 1976 for communication skills.

The range of ratiri for Public Service graduates was from Good to
Good-Excellent. "#ccomplishes tasks in group situations," "Listens
to,viewPoints of others: and "Asks questions which clarify tasks"
were rated Good-,Excellent. The remaining communicatibn skills were
rated Good.

Comparing the 1975 employer ratings of Public Service graduates with
the 1976 ratings indicates six ratings that were identical for bdth
years and one rating that was lower in 1976 than in 1975. The ratings
that were maintained from 1975 to 1976 were "Organizes thoughts'in

,

writing," "Adapts writing to the audience," "Poised when speaking to
groups," "Accomplishes tasks in group. situations.," "Listehs to view-
points -of others" and "Asks questions which clarify tasks." A lower
rating value was obtained in 1976 for "Uses appropriate grammar and
spelling in writing." Overall, the 1976 rating of Good was lower in
value than the 1975 rating of Good-Excellent.

The range of ratings fOr Technology graduates was from Fair-Good to
Good-Excellent. The communication skills that were rated Good
Excellent were "Listens to viewpoints of othlEte, and "Asks questions
which clarify teaks."' A Fair-Good rating was received by "Organizes
thoughts 0 writing."

One rating was higher in value in 1976 than in 1975, five rating
values were identical in 1975 and 1976 and one rating value was loner
in value in 1976 than in 1975. The ratings that were maintained from
1975 to 1976 include: "Uses appropriate grammar and spelling in
writing," "Adapts writing to the audience," "Poised when speaking to
groups," "Accomptishes,tasks in group: situations"fand "Asks questions
which clarify tasks." The rating value was higher in value in 1976
for "Listens to viewpoints of others." "Organizes thoughts in ,-

writing" received a lower rating value in 1976.. Overall, Technology
graduates maintained their Good rating from.1975 to 1976.

'2'0
O

%.1
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Employers of occupational graduates rated ','Poised when speakingto
group's" and "Asks questions which clarify tasks" the same across all
programs. . .

1
. .

.

.Health Science graduates obtained moreCood-Excellent'ratingd on
,

.

communication skills from their ehpioyerd than girduates of other
t . program areas. Technology graduates received the only Fair-Good

rating fromamployert for an aspect of commTication skills.

D. Technical Skills Evaluation . +

The composite evaluation of occupational graduates' technical skills
.is displayed in Figure 4.

. . ,
,

.
,

. 4 . A', .
Tht range of rating values was from 3.0 to 3.3. "Adapts equipment
for'new tapkt received the - rating value of i.0, Good. "Operates
equipment or inskruments with accuracy," "Cares for equipment or
instruments" and "Safety habits--- minimizes chance* for accidents"
were ratted as Good technical skill. areas.

. 4 , .
A

/able 4 displays questionnaire, results of employers' evaluation of
1976 occupational graduates' technical skills.

ty

'The rating values for technical skills in the,Business programs were
all Good-Excellent. All technical skill area evaluations maintained
their 1975 ratings in 1976. The conioosite rating for the technical
skills of Business graduates was Good-Excellent,a;

For the Health Science,graduat4 all"ratings for technical skill
areas were Good. Comparing 1975 rating vaitte's for technical` skills
with 1976 rating values shows that with the exception of "Adapts
equipment for new tasks" the rating values were maintained,. The -
rating value was higher in 1976 for "Adapts equipment for new tasks." -
The composite rating for the technical sktils4of Health Science
graduates was Good.

The range of ratings 'for Public Service' graduates was from Good to.
Good-Excellent for technical A Good rating was received
for "Adapts equipment for new tasks." 'The remaining area's of tech-
nical-skills were rated Good-Excellent.'

Comparing 1975 technical skill ratings wit1, 1976'teChnical'skill'
ratings shows five ratings maintaining their 1975 value' in 1976 and
one rating that was higher in value in 1976: . '''Handles equip-

ment or instruments with speed" went from a rasing value of GoOd in
1975 to a Good-Excellent in 1976. Overall, PubliService-graduates,
maintained their Glood-Excellent rating.

The range of ratings for Technology graduates was from Fair-Good to
Good-Excellent. :'Adapts equipment formewrasks" received a Fair. -
Good rating. A Good-Excellent ratint was received by "Safety
habitsminimizes chances for acCia'nts. 141

21
i
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Table 4

Technical Skills Evaluation by Program Area

0

/

,

Item

.

Business

...

Health Science Public Service /" Technology
1975 1976 1975 1976

1

1975
...--'

1976 19'75 1976
, .

Handles equipment or instruments
wit* speed

w

Operates equipment or instruments
with accuracy

Cares for equipment or instrumedts

Adapts equipment for new tasks
,

Aware of equipment's capabilities

Safety habits - -minimIzes chances
for accidents

'

'

G-E

C-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G -E',

G-E

.

G

G

G

F-G

G

G

/

:

.

G

G.

G

G

G

G

G

G-E
.

G -E

G

G-E

G-E-

G-E

A -E

G-E
-

G

-G-E

G-E .

E

G-E
.

G-E

G-E

G

G

,

G

G

G

F -G

G

)G-E

.

.
,

OVERALL G-E , G-E G G G-E G-E

4

G-E G

. 24

E = Excellent
G.= Good
F = Fair

e3
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\Comp ring the rating valueskfot 1975 and 1976 shoWs one r ng value-
.1igher in 1976, one rating value J,dentical fbr 105 and 1976' and four:
,rati9gs.lower in value in 1976. "Safety habits--minimizes chances
for accidents" went, rbting value of Good in 1975 to atood-1:
Excellent in 1976: "Hanesnal equipmerii or instruments with'speed,"
"Operates equipment or nstruments with accuracy," "Cares for equip-
ment" and "Adapts equipment, for new tasks" had lower rating values
in 1976. The overall evaluation of the graduates' technical skills
was GoOd,down from the Goodvtxcellent rating by employers of 1975
Technology graduates.

No
,

technical skill areas were rated identical aeross all grograms.
Business graduatts received the largest number of Good-Excellent
ratengs.:Health.Science graduates, rated Good, and Business grad-
uareS3iated GoOd-Excalent, were the' only program areas that
receiv:A the same rating for all aspects of technical skills.

.t,

E. Problem-Splving Skills Evaluation :.,

kr , t

Figure 5 displays the problem-solving skills of MVCC occupational
4 graduates. . '., `. ir

i;-

The ratings for problemrsolvin killarOf 1976 occupational grad--
.

uates was from 2.9 to,3.2. "A ity to evaluate the solution" was
rated 2.9 and "Has range qf knowledgerequired by'job" was rated

( 3.2. -,Overall, the problem-solving abilities of occupational,grad4-
,uates were rated Good. Little variation occurred in-the 'mean

ratings across4he 12 statements pertaining to problem-solving.
4. 4 t

1
The evaluatioti-Of ocarpational graduatesby program areaiis dis-
played inTable'5.

f

The ratings for problemrsblving skills of Business graduates ranged
from Good to Good-Excellent. "Has the range of knowledge required
by job" received the Good-Excellent rating. The remaining problem-
solviin skill.hreas were rated Good.

7.4 it

145

14'

Comparing 1975 and 1976 employers' evaluation of Business graduates
indicates five areas where ratings were lower in valun 197Ek and t,t4t

three areas where the rating values were identical for ;975 and
19'76. The probleuriolving skill areas that had loWer rating _

values in 1976 were "Ability to recognize a problem," "Ability to

define a problem," "Budgets time for carrying out the'various work
activities," "Divides work into individual jobs' and provides a
method of blending the individual efforts" and "Uses present and
past information to develop a future course of action." The overalLN
rating of Bu(Siness graduates on problem-solving skills Went from a.

Good-Excellent in 1975 to a rating of Good in 1976.
, e",

Foi the Health Sciences the ratings for problem- solving skills were
Good. There was no deviation from thepreviotis years ratings.
Overall, the problem- solving skills of Health Science graduates were
rated Gsod.

26
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Table 5

,Problem-Solving Skills Evaluation by Program Area

Item
Business

k

Health Science Public Service Technology
1975 1976 1975 1'976 1975 1916 1975 1976

Ability to recognize a problem

Ability to define a problem

Ability to consider alternative
solutions

Ability to implement a solution

Ability to evaluate the solution
t

Budgets time for carrying out the
various work activities (scheduling)

Combines othets' efforts intoa
common action (coordinating)

Divides work into individual jobs ,

and piovides a method of blending

the individualefforts (organizing)

Uses present and past infdrmatiT
to develop a future course p*
aion(planning)

Understands the theory-behind the
tasks performed

Has depth of knowledge in the' .

various areas required by the job

Has range of knowledge required by

job

'G-E

G-E

G

G

-

G-E

. G

t

G-E

,

G-E

-

-

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G-E

.

G

G
.

G

6

-

G

G

G

G

-
,

-

-

.

G

G

6-
tr

G

d

G

G

_G

G

.

G

G

.G

.

l

G-E

, G

G

G,

..,

G-E

G

G

G

-

-

.

-.

-

.

G

G

G

G

G

G-E

G

G .

° G

i G-E

G

GiE

G-E

G-E

G

G-E

-"

G-E

G-E
._

G-E

G-E

.

-

n

G

G

G.L.E

G

.G

G

G

G

-

F-G

G
.

G

G-E

OVERALL 'G-E G
A,

G 4. G G G G-E G.

Rey: E Excellent
G .1 Good

F as Fair
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The range' of ratings for Public Service graduates were from Good
to Good-Excellent. The rating Good-Excellent was achieved for:
"Budgets time for carrying out the various work activities," "Un-.
derstands the theory behind the..tasks performed" and "Has the
range of knowledge required by job." The remaining problem-solving
skill areas were rated Good.

Comparing 1975 and 1976 ratings indicates one area, "Ability to
recognize 'a problem)," had a lower rating value in 1976 than in
1975. The remaining technical skill areas maintained identical
ratings-far1975 and 1976. There was%o change in the overall
rating of Good fiat 1975 to 1976.

TechnOlogy graduates were rated from Fair-Good to Good-Excellent
on problem-solving. skills. "Uses present and past information to
develop a future course of action" was rated'FairrGood. "Ability
to consider alternative solutions" and "Has range of knowledge
required by job" were rated Good-Excellent.

With the exception of "Ability
V
to consider alternative solutions"

which had a Good rating value in 1975 and e Good-Excellent rating
value in 1976, all'other rating values were lower in 1976.' The
overall rating for Technology graduates on problem- solving skills
went from.a Good-Excellent in 1975 to a Good in 1976.

°Ability to recognize a problem," "Ability to define a problem,"
"Ability to implement a solution',1! "Ability to evaluate a solution,"
"Combines others' efforts into -a common action," "Divides work into
individual jobs and provides a method of blending the individual
efforts" and "Has depth of knowledge in the various areas required
by the job" achieved identical ratings across all four program areas.
Public Service graduates had more Good-Excellent rating values than
the other program graduates. The Health Science graduates received
a rating value of Good for all problem-solving skills.

F. Life Skills Evaluation

Figure 6 displays the composite responses to life skills evaluation
of occupational graduates.

40.

The composite evaluation of the life skills of occupational grad-.
uates was Good-Excellent. The range of ratings were from 3.3 to .

3.6. A rating value, of 3.3 was received by "Adaptable to new sit-
uations." "Attendance, reports for.work regularly" received a
rating value of 3.6.. These life skills aspects were rated similarly
in 1975.

Table 6' displays the questionnaire results of employers' evaluation
of life skills by program area.

The ratings for the Business graduates were from Good-Excellent to
Excellent. "Attendance, reports.for work regularly" was rated
Excellent. The remaining aspects of life skills were rated Good-
Excellent.

30
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Table 6

Life Skills Evaluation by Program Area

,

Item,
Business HealtI

.

Science Public Service Technology
1975 1976 1975 1976 1975 1976 1975 1976

Appearance,,preaents,an appropriate
image

Attendance, reports for work 4

regularly

Adequate reading skills

Dependability, completes tasks
without supervision

Initiative, doing jobs that need
doing

Adaptable to new situations

d
G-E

,E ,

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

.E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G

G

G-E%

G

G

.G

G-E

G-E

G-E

G

a

G

,

G -E

,
E

G-E

G-E

GIE

G-E

4
G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

E

G-E

-

.E

.E

'G-E

'G-E

E

E

G

E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G

OVERALL - G -E 'G-E G' - G G-E G-E E G-E

a

Key:, E = Excellent
G = Good

33 4
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In 1975 and 1976 the ratings were identi41 for Business graduates.
Thecomposite rating for the life skills of Business graduates was

Id=Excellent.

The range of,pratings for Health Science,gradeateq were from Good
to Good-Excellent. 'Appearance, presentson appropriate image,"
"Attendance, reports for work regularly" and "-Adequate reading
skills" were rated Good-Excellent. The remaining life slcillS-were
rated"Good.

Four of the six. aspects\of life skills retained their 1975 ratings
in 1976. l'ApPearance, presents an appropriate image" and "Attend-
mice, reports for work regularly" had higher rating values in 1976.
Overall, the°Health Science graduates maintained their Good rating.

--
0 The Public Service graduates' were rated Good-Excellent on all as-

pects of 'life skills. The only rating value that deviated from its
1975 rabihg was "Attendance, -reports to work regularly" which went
fromExcellentin 1975 to Good- Excellent in. 1976. The composite
rating forPublic Service graduates was Good-Excellent.

The range of ratings Vit. life.ikills of Technology graduates were
from Good to Excellent: "Appearance, presents an appropriate image"
and "Adaptable to new Situations" were rated Good. "Attendance,

veports to work regularly" was rated Excellent.

"three of the six life skill areas were-rated lower in value in 1976
than in 1975.° The remaining life...skin areas were rated identically
in both 1975 and 1976. The rating values were lower for "Appearance,
-presents an appropriate image," "Initiative, doing jobs that need

16doing" and "Adaptable to new situations." Overall,-the Technology
graduates were rated Good - Excellent. ;

The only life skill which received the samR, rating acrosSprogram
areas was "Adequate reading skills." Business graduates received
the highest ratings for life skills. Health Science graduates re-
ceived thelargest number of Good ratings.

G. General Statements

Figure 7 diiplays theratings of general statements about occupa-
tional,graduates.

'40
.

Taken as, a group, occupational graduatei were rated Good-Excellent
, with respect to Anefity of work, quantity of work, overall suitabil-

ity and overall attitude.

Table 7 displays the questionnaire results for the general state7
mentdApy program area. 4

Business and Public Service graduates were rated Good-ExcellentOn
each.of the general statements. Health Science and Technology grad-
uates were, rated Good for "Quantity of work, output of satisfactory
amount." Health Science graduates were also rated Good for "The,
overall suitability of the employee for the kind of job held,:

4' 4
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- FIGURE 7
GENERAL eSTATEMENTS EVALUATION
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.
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,
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.

QUANTITY OF WORK,
OUTPUT OF SATISFACTORY
AMOUNT .

1975
1976

,

144
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.

-
.
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1975
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140
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1975
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.

.
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Table

General Statements by Program Area

.

Item

to/

Business Health Science Public Service Technology
1975 1976

..,

1975 1976 1975 1976 1975 1976

.

Quality of work, ability to meet.
quality demands '.4

,t

Quantity of work, output of
Satisfactory amount

The overall suitability of the
employee for the kind of job held

The overall attitude of the etproLyee
toward work

.

G-E

.

G-E

G-E

-

. ....

G-E

.

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

-

.

G-E

G

G

G-t

G-E

G

G-E

--

G-E

G-E

G-E

G-E

G -E

G

G-E

-

G-E

G

G-E

G=E

Ety: E = Excellent
G = Good

OP-

3C
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Business, Public Service and Techn lOgY graduates either maintained
their respective 1975 ratings ol. roved their ratings. Health
Science graduates had lower rating\valuea in 1976 for quantity of
work and overale-Suitabiiey for the job held.

IV. Relationship of MVCC Achievement to 5aployLPF Evaluation

A one-way analysis of variance was conducted to determine If there-Were
differences in the grade-point averages of occupational graduates by
program area. An F-ratio of 3.05 was significant it th 2 < .05 level
indicating differences in the grade -point averages of raduates by pro-
gram. The grade-point al/cages of program grad esponding to this
survey were: Business--3.296, Health Scien --3.119 Public Service- -
3.298 and Technology --2.883.

A Scheffe' test Was conducted to deearmine where the differences in
grade-point average exist. The result of this posAoc comparison test
indicated that the grade-point averages of Business, Health Science and
Public Service graduates were not significantly different; However,
the grade-point average of Technology graduates was significantly dif-
ferent (P < .05) than the grade -point averages of graduates from Busi-
ness and-.2ubliciService programs. This result implied that the rela-
tionship between an MVCC graduates' grade-point average and the employers
rating could be examined by program area.

414

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated for each
program area to determine° if a relattonship'existed between a students','

MVCC grade-point average and his/her employer's evaluation.' Table 8'.
presents the results of this analysis.

Although nine correlation coefficients are different from zero, only a
slight relationship exists in the Business program area for.G.P.A. and
life skills. The Technology program ha's relationships exist1i for
G.P.A. and human relation iskills,'G.P.A. and probleMisolving skills,
G.P.A. and life skills, G.P:A. and quality of work, G.P.A. and quantity
of work and Gq...-14: vs. a composite evaluation. No'trend has been found
from last year to this year.

V. ,-Eillployability of Other MVCC Graduates

Employers of 1976 occupational graduates were asked if they would hire
future MVCC graduates. One hundred three of the 121 employer,45;,
said that based on their' xperience with MVCC graduates they Would hire
future MVCC graduates. (

VI. Summary of Results

A. Composite Evaluation

A

4

1. Consistent with their 1975-ratings, employers-rated 1 CC
training as Good,

. 2.. Public Service, graduates received the highest composite rating.

-40
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Table 8

Correlation of MVCC G.P.A. with Employer Evaluations by Program Area

Variables Business Health Science
,./

Public,Service Technology

A ,
. i

G.P.A. vs. Human Relation Skills .117 .01 °-.05 .76*

G.P.A. vs. Communication Skills .16 .05 '

4)
. .05 .52

G.P.A.
I

vs: Technical Skills .17 .17 -.11. -.52

G.P.A.v s: Problem-Solving Skills .09 -.01 ° .06 .76*
1

G.P.A. ivs.Life Skills, , .53* .15 -.Of .59*
.

.

G.P.A. vs. Quality of Work 420 .26* .01 .62*

G.P.A. vs. Quantity of Work .14 .33* .08 .75*

G.P.A. vs. Overall Suitability /
.05 .21 .17 .40

G.P.A. vs. Overall Attitude .28 .15
. 4

,T

,It4 z
-.07 .57.

G.P.A. vs. Composite Evaluation .25 .10 401 .72*

* Coefficient is significantly different from zero at the P < .05.1eve1.

. 41
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B: Human Relation'Skil/s Evaluation

1. The composite evaluation of human relation skills of occupational
graduates was. Good.

2. Busipess and Public Service graduates received an overall rating
of Good-Excellent on .human relation skills. 0

3. Health Science graduates were rated Fair-Griod for "Promotes the
use of newways.of doing things."

4. Excellent ratings were received by Business and Technology grad-
uates for "Cooperates with,supervison"

5. "Cooperates with fellow workers to get job.done,"."Derelops an
acceptable course of action when different viewpoints are pre-
sented," "Helps people who ask for'assistanee" and "Is accessible
to others" were rated the A-ame across all program areas.

6. Public Service graduates obtained more Good-Excellent ratings on
human relation skills from their employers than graduates of
other program areas.

C. .ComiuniCatj.on Skills Evaluation

1. The composite evaluation of occupational graduates' communication

o skills was Good.

2. Health Science graduates obtained more Good-Excellent ratings on
communication skills ,from their employers than graduates of other
program areas.

.
3. Technology graduates received a Fair-Good rating for "Organizes

thoughts in writing."

4. Employers of occupational graduates rated "Poiied when speaking
to groups" and "Asks questions which clarify tasks" the same

_acros§ all program areas.

5. Health Science graduates were rated Good-Exceller4 overall, an
improvement from their 19 75 rating.

D. Technical Skills Evaluation

1. The composite rating of occupational graduates' -technical skills,
was Good.'

2. Employers rated all asIcts of Business graduates technical
skills Good - Excellent.

3. Technology graduate's received a rating of Fair-Good for "Adapts
equipment for new tasks."

4. Health Science graduates, rated Cood, and Business graduates,

rated Good-Excellent, were the only program areas that received.
the, same rating for all aspects,of technical skills.
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E. Problem-Solving Skills Evaluation.

1. The composite rating of occupational graduates' problem-Solving
skills was -Good,

4
2. "Ability to recognize a problem," "AbilitY,to define a problem,"

"Ability to implement a solutitn," "Ability to evali2ate a solu-
tion," "Combines others' efforts into a common action," "Divides
work into individual jobs and provides a method of blending the
indiVidual efforts" and "'Has depth of knowledge in the various

'

di
areas equired by the job" achieved identical ratings across all
four rogram areas. . ° .

..,
, Al

3. Public Service graduates had more Good-Excellent rating'values
than other program graduates.

4. A Fair-Good rating was'obtained by Technology graduateb,for'"UseS
present and past information to develop a future course of

4, action.

5. Health Science graduates received a Good rating fdr all aspects
of problem-solving skills. These rating values were consistent
with their 1975 rating values.

F. Life Skills Evaluation

1. The composite evaluation of-the life skills of occupational grad--
uates' was -God- Excellent.

2. The only life skill which received the same rating across program
c areas was "Adequate reading skills."

3. Business graduates received the highest ratings for 14fe skills.

4. Business and Technology gOduateS received an Excellent rating
for "Attendance, reports for, work regularly.,"

5. Business, Public Service and Technology. graduates had, an overall
rating of Good-Excellent for life skills.

G. General Statements Evaluation

1. Occupational graduates were rated Good- Excellent with respect to
quality of work, quantity of work, overall suitability and overall
attitude.

2. Business and Public Service graduates were rated Good-Excellent
on each of the.general evaluation statements..

3. EusinesS, Public Service and Technologktgraduates either maintained
their respective 1975 ratings or improved.their ratings.

4
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H. Relationship of MVCC Achievement to Employer Evaluation

1. Technology program graduates' G.P.A.'s were related to their
employers' evaluation. High evaluations for human relation 1

skills, problem - solving skills, life skills, queity of work,

quantity of work and'a composite evaluation tendtad to be
associated with high G.P.A.'s.

I. Employability-.of Other MVCC Graduates,

1. Eighty-five percent of the employers said that based,on their
present experApnce with MVCC graduates .they would hire future
MVCC graddates.

VII. Additional Comments

The following selection of unedited statebents, omitting student iden-
tification, were made by employers of the 1975-76 occupational graduates.
This list demonstrates the range of comments.,

A. Employers of Business Graduates

I'm very pleased with this graduate's and other MC students
that have spent time training at 3M.

This graduate is a very good worker, works at a steady pace,
has very good organization and gets along with co-workers.

B. Health Science Graduates

We have been employing,ATCC MST's for at least 5 years and have
been satisfied.

I feel they as a whole habe good theory background. I believe
if most hospitals could have a longer orientation program, our
problems could somewhat be solved.

But even though -4hey seem to be one of the better prepared A.A.
programs they still are not ready to practice in the i'eality of
nursing care. She is one of the more ,stable MVCC nurses I have,
she is not very confident and although her ideals are high, she
has been quite frustrated because the reality,of nursing and the
preparation she had are too far apart. Her'adjustment period,
from new graduate to now has teen very traumatic, on many occasions
and although she has had almost 9 months experience I could not in
good conscious have her function independently with any, more
responsibility than as team leader.

She has learned her lessons WM She is cooperative and mixes
well with, the other people in the operating room. She has been
an extremely bright, competent individual and has learned the
pump technology well within the limits of the best students, that
we have had at the present time;

45
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C. Public Service Graduates

I am an MVCC graduate. "Sure I think I am good." I am dealing
only with older students,-find these people far above, average..
And most have their Zile work picked and working at. \Feel you
can recommend mg employee as a student and leader -to anyone,
can only improve with age.

Most are well prepared. .t hire many.-

I feel the courses prepare the students well. I would choose
those who seemed to fit into, our type program, especially after
internship, who loved children and pre school work. I do think
that some people could never handle this type of situation.
Something born in, prerequisites aZZ the courses.

D. Technology Graduates

My experience with MVCC graduates has been very positive- -they
have been much more capable than expected. ,Based on this, I
would hire future graduates.

I feel this employee lacks in organization patterns, which should
improve with experience in time to come.

46
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Appendix A -49

MORAINE VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Employer Follow-Up
4976

Provide the following information about the employee listed below.

Namd of Employee: Date:

.Employer:

Job Title of Employee:

Description Of Duti2): ( -

Title of Person Evaluating Employee:

* * -* * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

'

For items 1-21, rate the following skills by circling the letter before the number of each statement. Use this

key:

a r Excellent
b Good
c Fair

d Poor
e Not Applicable

A; HUMAN RELATIONS

1. Cooperates with fellow wbrkers'to get job donis.a bcde
a b c d e 2. Cooperates

a b c d e 3. Presents ideas and recommendations to persons or groups in a non- offending way.

a b c d e 4. Promotes the use of new ways of doing things.

a b c d e 5. Develops an acceptable course of action when different points of view are presented.
.

a b c d e 6. Accepts direction without becoming resentful. 4

a b c d e 7. Helps people who ask for assistance.

a vb c d e 8. Ito accessible to 'others.

B. COMMUNICATION SKILLS

a b c d e 9. Organizds thoughts in writing.

a b c d e 10. Uses appropriate = grammar and spelling in writ6g.

a b c d e 11. 4dapts writing,to the audience.

a b c d e 12. Poised when speaking to groups.

a b c d e 13. Accomplishes tasks in group situations.

abcde14. Listens to viewpoints of others.

a b c d e 15. Asks questions which clarify task.

C. TECHNICAL SKILLS

a b. c d e 16. Handles equipment or instruments with speed.

a b c d e 17. Operates equipment or instruments with accuracy.

a b c d e 18. 'Cares for equipment or instruments.

a tic de 19. Adapts equipment for new tasks.

a b c d e 20. 'Aware of equipment's capabilities.,

a b c d e 21. Safety habits -- minimizes chances for'accidents.

(Over, please)
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Foe items 22-43, rate the following technical skirls by circling the letter before the number of each statement.
Use this key:

a Excellent
b Good
c Fair
d Poor
e Not Applicable

D. PROBLEM SOLVING SKILLS

a b .c .d e 22. Ability to recognize a problem. :a

a b c d e 23. Ability to define a problem.

a b c d e 24. Ability to consider alternative solutions.

f.., b c d e 25. Ability to implement a solution.

a b c d e 26. Ability to evaluate the solution.

a b, c d
.

e' 27; Bud 'kets time for carrying out the various work activities (scheduling).

a b c d e 28. Combines others' efforts into a common action (coordinating).

a b c d e 29. Divides work into individual jobs and providesamethod of blending the individual
efforts (organizing).

abcde30. Uses present and past. information to, developafuturecourse of action (planning).

a b c d e 31. Understands the theory behind the tasks ierformed.

a b c' d e 32. Has depth of knowledge in the various areas required by the job.

a b c d e 33. Has range of knowledge required by job.

E. LIFE SKILLS

a b c d e 34. Appearance, presents an appropriate image.

a b c d e 35. Attendance, .reports for work regularly.

a b c d e 36. Adequate reading skills.

abcde.37. Dependability, completes tasks without supervision.

a .b c d e 38. Initiative, ing jobs that need doing.

4110114

,_

a b c d e 39. Adaptable to raneesituations.

F. GENERAL STATEMENTS

a 'b c d e 40. Quality of work, ability to meet quality demands.

a b c d e 41. Quantity of work, output of satisfactory amount.

a b c d, e 42. The *rail suitability of the employee for the kind of job held.

a b c d e 43. The overall attitude of the employee toward work.

44. Based on your experience with MVCC graduates would you hire future MVCC graduates?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * *

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. PLEASE FEEL FRECTO ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.

UNIVERSITY 0 CALIF.

LOS ANGELES

JUL 2 J 1918

CLEARINGHOUSE FOR
JUNIOR COLLEGES
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